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Systematic Assessment of
Prosthesis Stiffness on User
Biomechanics Using the Lower
Leg Trajectory Error Framework
and Its Implication for the
Design and Evaluation
of Ankle-Foot Prostheses
Advances in understanding the effects the mechanical characteristics of prosthetic feet on
user biomechanics have enabled passive prostheses to improve the walking pattern of
people with lower limb amputation. However, there is no consensus on the design meth-
odology and criteria required to maximize specific user outcomes and fully restore their
mobility. The Lower Leg Trajectory Error (LLTE) framework is a novel design methodol-
ogy based on the replication of lower leg dynamics. The LLTE value evaluates how
closely a prosthetic foot replicates a target walking pattern. Designing a prosthesis that
minimizes the LLTE value, optimizes its mechanical function to enable users to best repli-
cate the target lower leg trajectory. Here, we conducted a systematic sensitivity investi-
gation of LLTE-optimized prostheses. Five people with unilateral transtibial amputation
walked overground at self-selected speeds using five prototype energy storage and return
feet with varying LLTE values. The prototypes’ LLTE values were varied by changing the
stiffness of the participant’s LLTE-optimized design by 60%, 80%, 120%, and 167%.
Users most closely replicated the target able-bodied walking pattern with the LLTE-
optimized stiffness, experimentally demonstrating that the predicted optimum was a true
optimum. Additionally, the predicted LLTE values were correlated to the user’s ability to
replicate the target walking pattern, user preferences, and clinical outcomes including
roll-over geometries, trunk sway, prosthetic energy return, and peak push-off power. This
study further validates the use of the LLTE framework as a predictive and quantitative
tool for designing and evaluating prosthetic feet. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4056137]

1 Introduction

Individuals with transtibial (below-knee) amputation are
restricted in their mobility due to the functional limitations of
commonly prescribed prostheses that induce compensatory gait
patterns [1–3]. Instead of utilizing a quantitative and predictive
design methodology, the development process of commonly pre-
scribed prosthetic feet relies on extensive user testing and iterative
design improvements [3]. This limits the development of pros-
thetic devices that could further restore the mobility of prosthesis
users [3–5]. To design prosthetic devices that restore the mobility
of people with amputation, research has focused on understanding
the effects of the prosthesis’ mechanical characteristics on the
user’s walking pattern [3,6,7]. These studies have mapped
mechanical characteristics of prosthetic feet to biomechanical
outcomes, but mostly demonstrated the effects of individual
mechanical properties, such as stiffness, damping, energy return,
and roll-over geometry, on locomotion. In addition, many studies
investigate mechanical properties of existing commercial feet
through comparative studies [6,8–11]. While these studies give a

relative understanding of the performance of, and preference
toward, a given prosthetic device, they do not provide absolute
design targets or objectives. The relationships between the
mechanical functions of prosthetic feet and user outcomes have
yet to be fully understood [8]. As a result, there is a lack of quanti-
tative design criteria required to maximize specific user outcomes
[3–7,12], and prosthetic device development instead relies on user
testing to iteratively design and validate products. Without a quan-
titative and predictive prosthetic foot design methodology that
would facilitate the development of novel prosthetic feet, there is
a lack of prostheses developed and designed to specifically meet a
user’s individual characteristics (body mass and size), needs, and
target walking patterns [3,6,13].

The Lower Leg Trajectory Error (LLTE) framework [14,15] is
a novel approach that enables the design and evaluation of user-
specific prostheses by quantitatively and predictively connecting
the mechanical characteristics of a prosthetic foot to the gait of
individuals with an amputation. It differs from the traditional
rationale of minimizing metabolic cost in locomotion [16,17] as
sufficient evidence has suggested that humans do not optimize
gait according to metabolic cost alone, especially for prosthesis
users who can also be concerned with stability, kinematic appear-
ance, functionality, symmetry, social acceptance, and long term
injury [3,17,18].

The LLTE framework considers the mechanics of prosthetic
feet from the standpoint of the user’s lower leg, modeling the
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prosthetic foot as a black box and allowing for a wide range of
prosthetic foot architectures. It focuses on the replication of func-
tional characteristics rather than individual properties, or the form
of the ankle-foot system. It aggregates all of the prosthetic foot’s
individual mechanical properties, such as roll-over geometry,
stiffness, and energy storage and returns, into a single methodol-
ogy that evaluates the biomechanical function of the prosthesis.
One assumption behind the LLTE framework is that by designing
prostheses that closely replicate able-bodied walking patterns,
these devices will be valued by prosthesis users [3,17] and encour-
age secondary walking benefits such as symmetry, increased
energy return, improved balance or reduced intact limb loading
[14]. This approach of quantitatively and predictively designing
prosthetic feet by modeling the user’s lower leg is of growing
interest [19–21], as it is agnostic of any foot architectures, facili-
tates the development and evaluation of prosthetic devices, allows
designers to meet cost and manufacturing requirements, and
departs from iterative design methodologies that rely on extensive
user testing.

The LLTE framework enables the systematic tuning of the
mechanical properties of passive prosthetic feet (geometry and
stiffness) to yield a desired biomechanical response [22]. For a
given user, a reference walking dataset is scaled to the person’s
body characteristics (mass, height, and foot length): the walking
loads and ground reaction forces (GRFs), are scaled by the user’s
body mass; the location where these loads are applied on the foot,
the center of pressure (CoP) locations, are scaled by the user’s
foot length; and the walking kinematics, joint trajectories, are
scaled by the user’s body size. The framework then uses a consti-
tutive model of the prosthetic foot to calculate the prosthetic side
lower leg trajectory over stance, defined as the walking phase dur-
ing which the foot is in contact with the ground. For each instance
of stance, the target reference GRF at a specific CoP is applied to
the prosthetic foot. The resulting deformed shape of the prosthetic
foot is then used to compute the lower leg orientation and position
(Fig. 1).

The LLTE is a single-value objective that represents the devia-
tion (i.e error) between the calculated prosthetic side lower leg
trajectory with that of the target reference lower leg trajectory
throughout a step. The LLTE is defined as
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where the superscripts “model” and “ref” refer to values calcu-
lated by the constitutive model and values from the reference
dataset, respectively. N is the total number of frames (time instan-
ces for which the walking data is captured) included in the calcu-
lation, with n indicating each individual frame. The knee
coordinates and lower leg orientation deviations are normalized
by the mean of each reference variable across the considered

walking frames (notated by �xref
knee for the knee horizontal coordi-

nate, for example). The LLTE framework consists of using the
LLTE value as an optimization metric, and varying the prosthetic
foot’s mechanical characteristics to minimize the foot’s LLTE
value while satisfying prescribed stress constraints [14,15]. The
resulting LLTE-optimized foot design enables the user to closely
replicate the target lower leg kinematic and kinetic data [15]; the
lower the LLTE value, the closer the replication of the target
walking pattern.

The LLTE metric has shown promise as a single-value objec-
tive capable of characterizing the biomechanical behavior of
experimental prosthetic feet throughout a step [23,24]. Recent
work used the LLTE framework to design customized, mass-
manufacturable, low-cost, Nylon 6/6, energy storage and return
(ESR) prostheses to replicate able-bodied level-ground walking at
comfortable speed [15,22,25]. In a gait study involving five trans-
tibial prosthesis users, these LLTE-optimized prosthetic feet were
tested against a standard commercially available carbon fiber ESR
foot as well as the participants’ daily-use prosthesis. The LLTE
feet enabled closer replication of the target able-bodied lower leg
kinematics and kinetics compared to the standard ESR foot as
well as an increase in energy return, center of mass (COM) pro-
pulsion work and peak foot push-off power compared to both the
standard ESR feet and daily-use feet [15,26]. A ruggedized ver-
sion of these LLTE feet with a cosmetic cover was used by 16
transtibial prosthesis users over five months in a field trial in India
[26,27]. The ruggedized LLTE feet showed minimal wear and
degradation and enabled users to increase their walking speed on
level ground [26,27]. In addition, ESR feet have been developed
using the LLTE framework and tested to withstand ISO 10328
standards [25]. These results support the use of the LLTE frame-
work to design customized prosthetic feet that replicate a target
walking pattern.

Despite these initial results, the effects of changes in LLTE val-
ues on the lower leg dynamics and traditional biomechanical
measures such as prosthetic foot push-off power, returned energy,
peak limb loading, and roll-over geometries have not been
explored. Understanding the effects of varying LLTE values on
walking performance and user outcomes would provide informa-
tion on the sensitivity of the LLTE-optimized designs, and further
facilitate decisions on design tradeoffs and sizing of prosthetic
feet by designers.

The objective of this work is to systematically explore the
effects of prosthetic feet with varied LLTE values on users’ walk-
ing dynamics to evaluate the sensitivity and effectiveness of
LLTE-optimized foot designs. By exploring the effects of pros-
thetic feet with varying LLTE values on users’ walking dynamics,
we aim to verify that prosthetic feet with lower LLTE values ena-
ble a closer replication of the target lower leg kinematic and
kinetic data compared to prosthetic feet with higher LLTE values.
Then, we aim to quantify the sensitivity toward the LLTE-
optimized feet by evaluating the extent to which variations in
LLTE value and foot stiffness affect walking performance and

Fig. 1 Schematic of the LLTE design framework with the force
and moment balance analysis conducted on the lower leg sys-
tem in the sagittal plane. The position of the lower leg segment
is defined by the horizontal and vertical positions of the knee
(xknee and yknee), and the angle of the lower leg (hLL). Under pre-
scribed loading conditions (CoP; GRFx, and GRFy) these coor-
dinates can be calculated from the prosthetic foot model
deformations. The orientation of the lower leg affects not only
the gait kinematics of the user, but also the reaction loads at
the knee (Rx; Ry, and Mk).
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user outcomes. In addition to guiding the design of prosthetic feet,
the validation of the LLTE metric’s sensitivity may inform the
prescription process by providing a comprehensive amputee-
independent measure for selecting an appropriate set of prosthetic
devices for specific target user outcomes and walking activity.

2 Experimental Methods

2.1 Designing Feet With Varying Lower Leg Trajectory
Error Values. To investigate the effect of a foot’s LLTE value
on the level ground walking performance of a prosthesis user, the
LLTE design framework was used to create a set of ESR foot pro-
totypes with varying predicted LLTE values. Single-part ESR foot
prototypes made of Nylon 6/6 were designed specifically for this
study based on a parametric single-keel foot architecture devel-
oped in previous work (Fig. 2) [15,22,25]. The parametric single-
keel foot shape was chosen for its simplicity, ease of manufactur-
ing, and mechanically and clinically validated behavior
[15,22,24,25]. Nylon 6/6 was chosen for these prostheses for its
low-cost, high strain-energy density (u ’ 2:4 103 J/kg), and ease
of machining. Its material characteristics were incorporated in the
LLTE framework with a tensile modulus E¼ 2.51 GPa, tensile
yield stress ry ¼ 82:7 MPa, flexural modulus Ef ¼ 3:15 GPa,
flexural yield stress ryf ¼ 92:0 MPa, poisson ratio � ¼ 0:41,
and density q¼ 1130 kg/m3.

The single-keel foot architecture is described using a set of
wide B�ezier curves (Fig. 2(a)) [15,22]. This parametric model
defines the foot geometry and stiffness using seven control circles.
The location of the control circles Cix, Ciy defines the geometry,
and the diameter of the control circles Cid defines the beam thick-
ness and thus the foot stiffness. This parametrization reduces the
description of complex foot geometries and stiffnesses to a limited
set of design variables.

Published able-bodied level ground walking data from D.A.
Winter [28] was chosen as the target reference data. There is no
obviously better choice for the target reference walking dataset to
use in the LLTE framework than able-bodied data, as our aims for
prosthetic foot devices are to restore the biological function of the
ankle and enable able-bodied walking patterns. In addition, this
reference dataset allowed us to ensure that the experimental foot
prototypes and LLTE framework calculations aligned with our
previously clinically tested prosthetic feet designed using the
LLTE framework [15,22,24].

For each study participant, an LLTE-optimized Nylon 6/6
single-keel prosthetic foot was first designed for level ground
walking using the LLTE framework, as described in Sec. 1 and as
an optimization formulation detailed Prost et al. [15]. For a given
participant, the wide B�ezier control variables were varied to mini-
mize the LLTE value while constraining the maximum stress level
to remain 40% below the Nylon 6/6 yield strength to avoid any
mechanical failure during testing. The optimization problem was
solved using MATLAB’s (Mathworks, Natick) built-in genetic

algorithm resulting in a single-part ESR foot with a specific geom-
etry and stiffness that minimized the LLTE value for that
participant.

To explore the sensitivity of the LLTE design variable and
understand how prostheses with different LLTE values affect
walking performance (Fig. 3), four additional prototypes were cre-
ated for each participant. These prototypes were based on the
geometry of the LLTE-optimized foot, but the overall prosthesis’
beam bending stiffness was varied to create a range of foot
designs with different LLTE values. The foot’s stiffness was cho-
sen as the mechanical characteristic to vary because it has a major
effect on gait dynamics and user preference [6,29]. In addition,
commercially available prostheses’ stiffnesses vary across foot
model, activity level, and category [30]. Systematically varying
the stiffness of our prototypes enabled us to represent the range of
devices used in clinical practice and previous clinical studies on
foot stiffness [6,29,31].

The beam bending stiffness of the prototype feet was varied by
changing the thickness of the prosthetic foot structural beam
(Fig. 3(b)). The thickness changes were implemented by linearly
changing the wide B�ezier control circle diameters (Fig. 2(a)) that
control the thickness of the foot along its geometry. The beam
bending stiffness is defined as EnylonI ¼ 1

12
Enylont3w, with Enylon as

the flexural modulus of Nylon 6/6, I as the second moment of
area, t as the beam thickness along the foot, and w as the width of
the foot. Changing the overall foot stiffness by a factor a required
a change in the beam thickness by a factor of a1=3.

The four additional prototypes had stiffnesses of 60%, 80%,
120%, and 167% of the LLTE-optimized foot stiffness. The
resulting set of five prototype prosthetic feet for a representative
participant from the gait study is shown in Fig. 3(c). These five
prototypes were labeled condition A-E in order of increasing stiff-
ness, where condition C represents the LLTE-optimized condi-
tion. The stiffness for condition B and D were chosen to be 620%
of the LLTE-optimized foot stiffness so as to be above the

Fig. 2 Single-keel foot prototype: (a) parametric model defined
using wide Bezier curve variables Cij. The independent design
variables that control the foot geometry and stiffness are shown
in red (C1d, C2x, C2y, C2d, C3x, C3y, C3d, C4x, C4d, C5d and C6d).
(b) Manufactured single-keel foot.

Fig. 3 Prosthetic foot prototypes labeled A-E used by partici-
pant 3 in the gait study, with A corresponding to the most com-
pliant, E the stiffest, and C the predicted LLTE-optimized foot:
(a) LLTE values and stiffness ratio for each prosthetic foot con-
dition, (b) beam thickness variation that resulted in the stiffness
change for each foot prototype. The dashed line represents the
beam section neutral axis, and (c) photographs of the manufac-
tured prototype feet.
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minimum perceivable stiffness change by prosthesis users [29]
and similar to the stiffness change between different foot catego-
ries of commercial prostheses that a user might experience during
the fitting process [32]. The stiffnesses for conditions A and E
were chosen to represent the stiffness range of commercially
available prosthetic feet across a range of foot types and models
[31]. This set of five-foot prototypes was aimed to represent the
stiffness range the user would experience during the clinical fitting
and prosthesis selection process.

The LLTE framework was used to calculate the LLTE value,
and modeled lower leg trajectory of each prototype. The LLTE
values and the modeled lower leg trajectories, calculated from the
deformed shape of the foot prototype during a step, are shown in
Table 1 for a representative participant from this study. In condi-
tions A and E, the most compliant and stiff conditions, it is not
expected that the user will exhibit these extreme lower leg trajec-
tories. In previous clinical studies, with foot prototypes designed
using the LLTE framework [24], participants compensated their
gait and deviated from the reference walking foot loading data
instead of adopting the modeled extreme kinematics. We expected
that in this study, participants would also change the loading on
the prosthetic feet to avoid displaying such lower leg trajectories.
The modeled lower leg trajectories for these higher LLTE values
(foot conditions A and E) only provide insight into the expected
increase in gait deviations from the target lower leg dynamics.
The greater the deviation from the minimum LLTE value, the
more gait deviation and compensation are expected by the user.
The modeled lower leg trajectories for the foot condition C (the
LLTE-optimized condition) is the only foot condition for which
the LLTE framework has full predictive capabilities, as it mini-
mizes the LLTE value, meaning that we would expect it to enable
close-to-the target lower leg kinematics when subjected to the ref-
erence kinetics.

2.2 Study Participants. Five people with unilateral transti-
bial amputation (77.5 6 25.6 kg, 1.70 6 0.14 m, 50 6 10.8 y/o,
18.4 6 11.9 years postamputation) were recruited for this study
(Table 2). The experimental protocol was approved by the Jesse
Brown VA Medical Center Institutional Review Board, (Chicago,
IL) and the Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental
Subjects at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, (Cam-
bridge, MA). Inclusion criteria included having a unilateral trans-
tibial amputation and at least one year of experience walking with
a prosthesis, being classified as Medicare Functional Classifica-
tion Level K3 or above, and having the ability to walk for 30 min
without undue fatigue or health risks. Exclusion criteria included
having a body-mass index greater than 30 and comorbidities or
any pathologies (other than amputation) that would affect the
intact limb, the participant’s balance, or stability. Participants pro-
vided informed written consent prior to data collection.

2.3 Manufactured Prototype Feet. For each one of the five
study participants, a set of five Nylon 6/6 customized LLTE feet
with varying LLTE values and stiffnesses were designed using the
participant’s body mass, lower leg length, and foot length, as
described in Sec. 2.1. The LLTE-optimized foot, condition C, had
varied geometries and stiffnesses across the study participants
(Table 2). All 25 prototype feet were machined from Nylon 6/6
blocks using waterjet and milling machines, and fitted with a male
pyramid adaptor and rubber threads for walking tests. The LLTE-
optimized foot mass for each participant is listed in Table 2. Foot
condition A was on average 32 6 6.4 g, 7.8 6 0.9% lighter than
condition C, while condition E was on average 51 6 8.9 g,
12.3 6 2.1% heavier than condition C. Studies on the effect of
foot mass on gait dynamics have shown that these changes in foot
mass should have minimal effect on the user walking pattern
[33,34].

Table 2 Recruited participants’ characteristics and their manufactured LLTE-optimized prosthetic foot (condition C)

Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3 Participant 4 Participant 5

Age 43 60 43 45 59
Mass 79.6 kg 89.5 kg 52.4 kg 104.0 kg 61.0 kg
Height 1.57 m 1.64 m 1.69 m 1.88 m 1.70 m
Lower leg length 0.454 m 0.459 m 0.440 m 0.536 m 0.505 m
Foot length 0.261 m 0.238 m 0.260 m 0.280 m 0.265 m
Prosthesis experience 7 years 15 years 16 years 33 years 21 years
Etiology Dysvascular Dysvascular Traumatic Traumatic Traumatic
Prototype foot mass 0.396 g 0.387 g 0.384 g 0.469 g 0.423 g

Table 1 Experimental prosthetic foot prototypes’ modeled trajectories using the LLTE framework for participant number 3 of the
gait study

Condition A Condition B Condition C Condition D Condition E

Relative stiffness 60% 80% 100% 120% 167%

LLTE value 1.080 0.531 0.325 0.515 0.965

The solid lines represent the modeled trajectories and the dashed lines the target reference trajectory.
For each foot prototype, the corresponding LLTE values and relative stiffness to the LLTE-optimized foot design, labeled condition C, are shown.
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2.4 Mechanical Testing of Prototype Feet Stiffnesses. To
validate the LLTE framework’s constitutive model and the experi-
mental prototype feet mechanical behaviors, static mechanical
tests [15,25] were conducted using an Instron load testing
machine (Instron Inc, Norwood, MA) (Fig. 4). The measured
load–displacement curves were used to calculate each foot’s stiff-
ness and ensure that the constitutive model accurately predicted
its performance.

The experimental setup (Fig. 4) consisted of a jig that loaded
the test foot to approximately the user’s body weight (F ’ mg,
with m equal to the mass of the user). Loads were applied at two
representative locations along the plantar foot, CoP-

keel¼ 130 6 0.1 mm and CoPheel¼�30 6 0.1 mm, measured ante-
rior and posterior from the prosthesis ankle, respectively
(Fig. 4(a)). The foot was loaded at a constant displacement rate of
300 mm/min. The vertical load (Finstron) and displacement (xinstron)
were recorded at a rate of 10 Hz (Fig. 4(a)). The load cell is resist-
ant to off-axis loading errors, with a rated maximum force mea-
surement error of 6.4% in this setup. The displacement was
measured with a rated error of 6 0.1 mm. The custom jig fixed on
the Instron machine is composed of a linear stage on which an alu-
minum rod is mounted on a set of roller bearings to minimize fric-
tion. This rod ensures that the applied load remains normal to the
foot and can be applied at specific CoPs along the foot (Fig. 4).

The experimental setup’s loading conditions (heel and keel
loading) were replicated using the LLTE framework’s constitutive
model for each prototype test foot. The normal load was applied
on the foot model at the two specific CoP locations, similar to the
mechanical test, and the simulated prosthetic foot deformations
were recorded. The simulated load–displacement data using the
constitutive model were then compared to the measured Instron
values to validate the mechanical behaviors of the foot prototypes
and the expected stiffness variation between the foot conditions.

2.5 Gait Study Protocol. Participants walked over level
ground at their self-selected speeds with the five customized foot
conditions in a randomized order. Participants were blinded to the
foot condition to avoid any biases. All foot conditions were tested
in a single-day session to avoid interday measurement variability
[35] while allowing for as much accommodation and resting time
as needed. For all conditions, participants used their own custom-
ary prosthetic socket and suspension system. The prosthetic feet
were worn without a shoe to most closely match the foot model
used in the LLTE framework. Each participant wore the same
model of laboratory-supplied flat shoe (Mossi Damien, Mossimo
Supply Co., New York, NY) on the intact side to control for and
minimize the effect of footwear on stance-phase mechanics [36].

The standard alignment was performed with prosthetic foot condi-
tion C and was kept unchanged for the remaining foot conditions,
as the foot geometry was identical between foot conditions for
each participant (only stiffness was varied between foot condi-
tions). In addition, maintaining the same alignment for each foot
condition was necessary to avoid confounding factors, since pros-
thesis alignment can have a considerable effect on the user’s
walking mechanics [37]. The same certified prosthetist performed
all modifications and alignments. Participants were then given
time to accommodate each prosthetic foot condition until they
verbally expressed confidence to start the walking trial.

Reflective markers were fixed to anatomical landmarks on the
participant according to a modified Helen Hayes marker set
[38,39]. Markers on the prosthetic foot were placed on the pyra-
mid mount, heel, forefoot, and toe. A digital motion capture sys-
tem (Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA) collected
kinematic data at 120 Hz. Six floor-embedded force plates
(Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc., Watertown, MA) col-
lected kinetic data at 960 Hz. Participants were instructed to walk
back and forth along a 10 m walkway at a self-selected comforta-
ble speed. Data from a step were recorded only if the participant’s
entire foot landed on a single force plate, and the opposite foot did
not contact that same force plate. After at least five steps were col-
lected on each side, the participant’s feedback on the prosthesis
was recorded following the questionnaire described below in
Sec. 2.7, before changing the prosthetic foot condition. This proto-
col was repeated for each foot condition after a resting and accli-
mation period.

2.6 Biomechanical Data Analysis. Fourth-order bidirec-
tional 6 Hz and 12 Hz low-pass Butterworth filters were applied to
the kinematic and kinetic data, respectively. The biomechanical
data were then exported to MATLAB to build the limb segment
model. A 40 N vertical GRF threshold was used to detect ground
contact and define the stance phase. Data from each step were rep-
resented as percent of the stance phase to account for variations in
walking speeds and stance time. For each biomechanical measure,
the data were averaged to create a representative step for each par-
ticipant, foot condition, and for both the prosthetic and intact leg.
In addition, data were averaged across participants per leg and
condition to create group averages after normalizing kinetic data
using participant’s body weight and foot size, and kinematic data
using the participant’s lower leg length to account for the partici-
pant’s varying body characteristics [40].

Deviations From the Target Lower Leg Kinematics and
Kinetics. To evaluate how closely each prosthetic foot enabled
replication of the target able-bodied walking pattern during walk-
ing trials, we computed the normalized root mean squared error
(NRMSE) between the measured and target reference lower leg
kinematic and kinetic data (Fig. 5(a)) for both the prosthetic and
intact legs over the entire stance phase. These deviation measures
from the reference target dataset were grouped into six scores for
each leg: GRF deviations (vertical and fore-aft, normalized
(divided) by body weight), CoP progression deviation (normalized
(divided) by foot length), and lower leg kinematic deviations
(xknee and yknee, and hLL in the sagittal plane, normalized (divided)
by lower leg length and reference hLL range, respectively).

To evaluate the effectiveness of each prosthesis in replicating
the reference target biomechanical response, a single deviation
measure was derived for each participant and for each prosthetic
foot condition by summing the kinetic (GRF and CoP) and kine-
matic (lower leg position and orientation) deviations for both the
prosthetic and intact legs (Fig. 5(b)). Both legs were considered in
our deviation calculation since compensatory motions and loading
are usually exhibited on both sides for people with unilateral
amputation [41–44]. This single deviation measure for each pros-
thetic foot condition represents the deviations due to changes in
the prosthetic foot condition as well as the deviations due to the
participant’s general walking ability (Fig. 5(c)). To aggregate and

Fig. 4 Prosthetic foot mechanical tests experimental setup
that includes a custom jig mounted on an Instron machine to
apply normal loads on the foot at specific CoP locations: (a)
schematic of the experimental setup and (b) photograph of a
prototype prosthetic foot being loaded on the Instron machine
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evaluate the effects across all the participants due only to pros-
thetic foot conditions (stiffness variations) and not due to the par-
ticipants’ general abilities to walk, the deviation measures for
each foot condition were normalized by that of condition C, the
LLTE-optimized condition. In the aggregated data, the normalized
deviation measure for a given foot condition for a given partici-
pant was calculated by taking ratio of the total deviation measure
(Fig. 5) by the total deviation measure from foot condition C. This
normalization results in the deviation measure for condition C to
be centered around 1 for each participant, enabling a comparison
across each participant of the relative effects of varying prosthetic
foot conditions from the defined optimal foot condition C on the
user gait pattern.

Kinematic Gait Parameters. For each individual step, the fol-
lowing metrics were calculated to evaluate the effects of each
prosthetic foot condition on the participant’s walking dynamics:
walking speed, Froude number (Fr) [45], stance time symmetry
index [46], step width [47], trunk sway angle [48], and prosthetic
foot angle [49]. The walking speed was calculated as the average
speed of the sacrum marker in the direction of travel over a single
trial. To account for the different participants’ body sizes, Froude

numbers were also calculated as Fr ¼ v2=gL with v the walking
speed and L the participant’s leg length, measured from the hip
(greater trochanter) to the floor [45]. The stance phase symmetry

index (SI) [46] was defined as SI ¼ 100ð1� jXP�XSj
0:5jXPþXSjÞ, with XP

and XS representing the prosthetic and intact side stance times,
respectively, and 100% corresponding to perfect symmetry. The
trunk reference frame was defined using the two shoulder markers
and the sacrum marker. The lateral trunk sway angle was then cal-
culated from the trunk reference frame motion in the participant’s
frontal plane relative to the lab reference frame [48]. The step
width was calculated as the average medial-lateral distance
between the ankle joint centers at each foot-ground contact [47].
ESR prosthetic feet are designed to deform in order to store and
return energy. The deformation of these compliant structures
makes it difficult to define the rotation of the foot segment about
the shank segment as a single-axis rotation. To overcome this
limitation, the prosthetic foot angle was defined as the projection
in the sagittal plane of the angle between the foot segment,
defined by the heel, lateral ankle, and toe markers, and the shank
segment, defined by the shank, lateral ankle, and lateral knee
markers [49]. The foot neutral angle was then calculated during
the swing phase of the gait cycle when no forces were applied to
the prostheses.

Kinetic Gait Parameters. Roll-over shape radius, effective foot
length ratio (EFLR), prosthetic foot power, step-to-step transition
work, ankle joint moments, foot power, and GRF peak values
were calculated to evaluate the walking benefits and effects of
each prosthetic foot condition. The roll-over shape radius was cal-
culated as the radius of the arc described by the CoP from heel
strike to the opposite heel strike in the shank reference frame. The
effective foot length is defined as the distance from the heel to the
anterior end of the roll-over shape, which corresponds to the loca-
tion of the roll-over shape at the time of opposite heel contact
[37]. The EFLR is then calculated as the ratio of the effective foot
length and the foot length [50]. The prosthetic foot power was cal-
culated as the distal shank power based on the unified deformable
segment model [51], which treats the foot as a flexible structure
and calculates the power absorbed and returned distal to the
shank. Since ESR prosthetic feet have no fixed ankle joint axis
and violate the rigid body assumption, this methodology may be
more appropriate than the traditional inverse dynamics calcula-
tions [52]. The energy stored and returned during propulsion was
calculated as the time integral of the negative and positive por-
tions of foot power during the stance phase of gait and then nor-
malized by body mass. Step-to-step transition work was

Fig. 6 Load-displacement curves of participant 4’s foot condi-
tions (A–E) measured with the Instron machine and compared
to the constitutive model. (a) Keel loading tests at
CoPkeel 5 130 6 0.1 mm. (b) Heel loading tests with CoPheel 5
230 6 0.1 mm. Load displacement results for other participants
are shown in Appendix A.

Fig. 5 Deviation measure calculation methodology. (a) Vertical GRF deviation from the able-bodied reference calcu-
lation using the NRMSE. (b) Schematic of the total deviation measure for a single step for a participant using a given
prosthetic foot. The total deviation measure is calculated as the summed deviation measures of each metric and each
leg. (c) Total deviation measure for each step and prosthetic foot condition for a representative participant. It repre-
sents both the participant’s general walking ability and changes due to the various foot conditions.
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calculated to define how each limb contributed to the overall pro-
pulsion or collision work of the body center of mass (CoM). First,
the external mechanical power generated by a limb was computed
as the dot product of the limb’s GRF and the velocity of the CoM.
Integrating these external mechanical powers during the collision
or propulsion phases resulted in the step-to-step transition work
[53,54].

2.7 User Feedback. Participant feedback on each prosthetic
foot was collected using a custom prosthetic foot evaluation ques-
tionnaire (see Supplemental Materials on the ASME Digital Col-
lection) administered after completing the walking trial for each
foot condition. This questionnaire captured attributes valued by
people with amputation that are not captured by biomechanical
analysis, such as comfort, pain, walking effort, stability, confi-
dence, or appearance, [12,55] but assisted with results interpreta-
tion. Each answer from the questionnaire was converted into a 5-
point Likert scale (1-Strongly disagree to 5-Strongly agree) and
summed into a total score out of 50. This evaluation score was
used to assess a participant’s preference toward a prosthetic foot,
with a higher score corresponding to a higher user preference.

2.8 Statistical Analysis. All scalar values such as peak force
were first calculated for each step for individual participants and
then averaged across steps and across participants to avoid any
artifacts from averaging. Variance is represented as interpartici-
pant standard deviation for participant-averaged data and as inter-
steps standard deviation for individual participants’ data.

All data were determined via a Shapiro-Wilk test to be non-
normally distributed. Therefore, a Friedman’s test was used as a
nonparametric, repeated measures analysis of variance to assess
group-level main differences between prosthetic foot conditions
in all biomechanical variables and participant evaluation scores.
Following this, pairwise comparisons to evaluate differences
between two-foot conditions were conducted with a Wilcoxon
signed test procedure with Holm-Bonferroni corrections for multi-
ple comparisons to account for Type-1 error rates. Statistical anal-
yses were performed in MATLAB with the critical a set at 0.05.

Given the small sample size, single-participant analyses were
also performed to identify individual responses to prosthetic foot
conditions. Using a published MATLAB function [56] of the Model

Statistic tests, a single-participant approach described by Bates
[57] was conducted for the biomechanical variables and the signif-
icance level was set for critical a values of 0.05.

3 Results

3.1 Mechanical Testing Validates the Lower Leg Trajec-
tory Error Framework’s Constitutive Model. Across all five
prosthetic foot conditions for each participant and the two loading
cases (heel and keel), the vertical displacements (Fig. 6) were pre-
dicted with a maximum error of 2.8 mm over deformations of
37.9 mm. The average error across all foot prototypes over the
load-displacement curve was 0.6 6 0.5 mm or 6.3 6 3.5%. The
foot prototypes’ stiffnesses were all measured to match the desired
stiffnesses with an average error of 3.1 6 2.2%.

In addition, the average energy storage and return efficiency of
these prototypes was 94.6 6 0.9% (Fig. 6). These small efficiency
losses are likely due to viscous effects in the material and supports
our purely elastic behavior assumption of Nylon 6/6, as these
losses did not impact the predicted deformation of the prosthetic
foot prototypes. The experimental prototypes accurately replicated
the desired mechanical behavior, warranting their use in the gait
study.

3.2 Replication of Target Lower Leg Dynamics. All of the
participants’ gait patterns were affected by the changes in pros-
thetic foot conditions. They exhibited varying levels of deviations
from the able-bodied reference walking pattern for the lower leg
trajectory (xknee; yknee, and hLL) and loading pattern (GRFx and
GRFy) on the prosthetic side and for the vertical GRF on the intact
side (Figs. 7 and 8).

On the prosthetic side, decreasing the foot stiffness (conditions
A and B) resulted in an increased knee drop-off at the end of
stance, smoother CoP progression, reduced second peak in GRFy,
and increased first peak in GRFy (Fig. 7). The reduced stiffnesses
of conditions A and B compared to condition C resulted in a drop-
off of the knee at the end of stance, as shown by the increased
deviation from able-bodied reference for xknee; yknee, and hLL

(Figs. 7 and 8(a)). In addition, the reduced stiffness from condi-
tions A and B resulted in a lower second vertical GRF peak com-
pared to condition C. Increasing the prosthetic foot stiffness

Fig. 7 Average kinetic and kinematic variables over the entire stance phase for each prosthetic foot type averaged across all
participants. This includes horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces (GRFx and GRFy), center of pressure (CoP) progres-
sion, and lower leg position and orientation in the sagittal plane (xknee; yknee, and hLL). Results are shown for the both the
prosthetic and intact side, and compared to the corresponding reference physiological data [28] used in the LLTE framework
to optimize the foot. The shaded regions correspond to one standard deviation of the normative physiological data. The green
arrows show the effects of the increasing stiffness from the tested foot conditions. Individual participant’s data are provided
in Appendix B.
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(conditions D and E) resulted in an increased time to foot flat,
reduced GRFy first peak, and a lower leg angle at the end of stance
(Figs. 7 and 8(a)). The increased stiffness at the heel resulted in a
reduced loading rate on the prosthetic leg, as shown by the
depressed first GRFy peak, and increased time to foot flat with the
CoP remaining at the heel of the foot before quickly transitioning
to the toes around midstance. This abrupt CoP progression and the
changes in vertical loading resulted in increased deviation from
able-bodied for the CoP and GRFy when compared to condition C
(Fig. 8(a)). Similarly, the increase in stiffness resulted in a
reduced lower leg angle and knee progression at the end of stance
compared to able-bodied. Condition C, the LLTE-optimized pros-
thesis, was the only foot condition that led to a smooth CoP pro-
gression, prevented drop-off at the end of stance, and ensured a
closer replication of the GRFy profile compared to the other
conditions.

At a group level, the LLTE-optimized feet (condition C)
enabled a closer replication of the target able-bodied walking pro-
file compared to the remaining conditions, aligning with the lower
LLTE value for condition C compared to the other foot conditions
(Fig. 8). Condition C resulted in the least deviation from the able-
bodied target lower leg dynamics compared to the other condi-
tions and produced values that were significantly lower than those
of conditions A, D, and E (Fig. 8(b)). When using prosthetic feet
with higher predicted LLTE values, participants exhibited
increased deviations. This is shown by the quadratic trend, cen-
tered around condition C (R2¼ 0.514, p< 0.001), of the total
deviations from able-bodied data (Fig. 8(b)). Condition C resulted
in a total averaged deviation from able-bodied lower leg biome-
chanics that was 6.3% (p¼ 0.032) lower than condition A, 2.9%
(p¼ 0.346) lower than condition B, 6.9% (p¼ 0.030) lower than
condition D, and 17.7% (p< 0.001) lower than condition E. At an
individual level, four out of the five participants exhibited the
same quadratic trend in the total deviation from able-bodied, with
condition C resulting in the lowest deviations compared to the

remaining conditions (Fig. 8(b)). For participants 1 and 3, condi-
tion C resulted in significantly lower deviations compared to the
remaining conditions. For participants 4 and 5, deviations for con-
dition C were significantly lower compared to conditions A, D,
and E but not B. On the contrary, participant 2 exhibited a highly
variable walking pattern and did not display the similar quadratic
trend in which condition C resulted in significantly lower devia-
tion than the remaining conditions, except when compared to con-
dition E, the stiffest condition (Fig. 8(b)). For participant 2 while
the lowest deviation was displayed using foot condition D, the dif-
ference with condition C was not significant. Changes in pros-
thetic foot condition had little effect on participant 2. Individual
participants’ GRFs, CoP, and lower leg kinematics are provided
in Appendix B.

Changes in prosthetic foot conditions did not result in differen-
ces in the intact side lower leg trajectory or CoP progression and
instead only impacted the first peak of the vertical and horizontal
GRFs (Figs. 7 and 8(a)). Prosthetic foot conditions had a larger
effect on the prosthetic side lower leg kinetics than the kinemat-
ics. The deviations from able-bodied were on average� 3.3 times
lower on the lower leg trajectory compared to deviations in foot
loading, suggesting that the participants in this study walked in
such a way as to maintain close-to able-bodied kinematics regard-
less of the foot condition they were given.

3.3 Gait Parameters. Changes in foot condition were illus-
trated by the variations in the prosthetic foot peak dorsiflexion and
plantarflexion angles among all participants (Table 3). Prosthetic
foot peak dorsiflexion and plantarflexion angles decreased with
the stiffness of the foot conditions A-E (p< 0.001 and p< 0.001),
with A the most compliant condition and E the stiffest. The ranges
of motion of the prosthetic feet across all participants were
23.3 6 3.2 deg for condition A, 20.4 6 3.1 deg for condition B,
17.7 6 1.7 deg for condition C, 16.0 6 2.6 deg for condition D,

Fig. 8 Measured deviations from the able-bodied reference data for all prosthetic foot conditions and study participants. (a)
Average deviation for all participants across the lower leg kinematic and kinetic variables for both prosthetic and intact legs.
The deviation resulting from the intact leg is shown with a hatched pattern. (b) Total deviation, summed from all six kinematic
and kinetic variables, is shown for each participant and foot condition. Each circular marker represents the total deviation
from a single step, while the marker colors represent the different participants. The dashed line is the quadratic fit of the nor-
malized total deviation from the participant average. (c) Total deviation for the participant average which was normalized
about condition C to only show the changes due to foot condition variations as described in Sec. 2.6. Group level statistical
significant pairwise difference between the starred foot condition and foot condition C shown with *, and individual statistical
significant pairwise difference is shown with †.
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and 12.1 6 1.9 deg for condition E. These changes in foot condi-
tion affected each participant’s level ground walking gait parame-
ters to different extents. The recorded gait parameters averaged
across all participants for each foot condition are shown in
Table 3.

Effect of Lower Leg Trajectory Error Foot Condition on Kine-
matic Parameters. Participants walked with similar self-selected
walking speeds of 1.23–1.26 m/s (Fr ’ 0.18–0.19) for conditions
A-D, but displayed a slower walking speed for condition E with
1.19 6 0.15 m/s (Fr ’ 0.17 6 0.04) (p< 0.001). Despite the
change in walking speed for condition E, there were no differen-
ces in stance time symmetry (p¼ 0.205) and step width
(p¼ 0.172) between the foot conditions. However, trunk sway
range of motion was affected by changes in foot condition, with
condition C, the LLTE-optimized condition, resulting in the low-
est trunk sway range of motion of 6.1 6 2.4 deg, which was signif-
icantly lower than those of conditions A and E (p¼ 0.039 and
p¼ 0.044). Trunk sway range of motion increased as the stiffness
conditions deviated further from condition C, and thus with the
foot’s LLTE value.

Effect of Lower Leg Trajectory Error Foot Condition on Roll-
Over Parameters. The roll-over shape radius and EFLR were
closer to the averaged able-bodied values of 0.31 m/m and 0.83 m/
m, respectively [50,58], for prosthetic foot conditions B and C
compared to conditions A, D, and E (Table 3). Roll-over shape
radii increased with the prosthetic foot stiffness conditions
(p< 0.001), with conditions A, B, and E deviating significantly
from condition C (p< 0.001 for all). Similarly, EFLR increased
with the prosthetic foot stiffness conditions (p< 0.001), with con-
ditions A, D, and E deviating significantly from condition C
(p¼ 0.032, p¼ 0.027, and p¼ 0.022). The LLTE values increased
the further foot stiffness deviated from condition C, meaning that
prosthetic feet with lower LLTE values more closely replicated
able-bodied roll-over parameters than feet with higher LLTE
values.

Effect of Lower Leg Trajectory Error Foot Condition on
Mechanical Work During Walking. Prosthetic foot conditions A,
B, and C, demonstrated greater energy return, and peak push-off
power, compared to stiffer conditions, D and E (Table 3, Fig. 9).
The peak push-off power and the energy returned by the prosthetic
foot conditions increased with foot compliance but plateaued for

conditions A, B, and C, for which there was no statistical differ-
ence (p¼ 0.124). The peak push-off power was 12% (p¼ 0.038)
and 58% (p< 0.001) higher with condition C than with conditions
D and E, respectively. Similarly, energy returned by foot condi-
tion C was 9.5% (p¼ 0.043) and 44% (p< 0.001) higher than by
conditions D and E, respectively.

Walking patterns that reduce the CoM collision work while
increasing the propulsion work are linked to more efficient walk-
ing [53,59]. Here, the CoM work during propulsion was signifi-
cantly lower for condition A compared to all the other prosthetic
foot conditions despite demonstrating the highest level of peak
push-off power and energy return. Condition A displayed 17%
lower CoM propulsion work compared to condition C (p¼ 0.012).
There were no significant differences across foot conditions in the
CoM work during collision performed by the prosthetic leg
(p¼ 0.070) and propulsion performed by the intact leg
(p¼ 0.171). However, the CoM work of the intact leg during col-
lision decreased with increased prosthetic foot stiffness
(p< 0.001) (Table 3).

Effect of Lower Leg Trajectory Error Foot Condition on Limb
Loading. To increase comfort and reduce the risk of long-term
injuries, prosthetic feet aim to reduce peak knee moment and

Table 3 Gait parameters for the five prosthetic foot conditions labeled A-E during over-ground walking at self-selected speeds

Measure Condition A Condition B Condition C Condition D Condition E

Kinematic
Walking speed [m/s] 1.23 6 0.08 1.23 6 0.13 1.25 6 0.13 1.26 6 0.11 1.19 6 0.15*

Froude number 0.18 6 0.02 0.18 6 0.03 0.19 6 0.03 0.19 6 0.03 0.17 6 0.04*

Stance time symmetry 94.5 6 4.7 93.8 6 6.1 93.6 6 5.2 93.8 6 5.2 92.6 6 5.4
Step width [m] 0.13 6 0.03 0.12 6 0.03 0.12 6 0.03 0.12 6 0.03 0.13 6 0.03
Trunk sway range of motion [deg] 6.6 6 2.5* 6.5 6 3.0 6.1 6 2.4 6.2 6 2.4 6.6 6 3.1*

Peak dorsiflexion angle [deg] 15.7 6 2.6* 13.8 6 2.5* 12.1 6 2.3 11.0 6 2.1* 8.6 6 1.6*

Peak plantarflexion angle [deg] 7.6 6 1.3* 6.6 6 0.9* 5.7 6 0.7 5.0 6 0.7* 3.5 6 0.8*

Kinetic
Roll over shape radius [m/m] 0.27 6 0.05* 0.30 6 0.06* 0.34 6 0.06 0.37 6 0.05 0.47 6 0.10*

Effective foot length ratio (EFLR) [m/m] 77 6 13* 81 6 12 83 6 12 86 6 14* 89 6 13*

Energy returned by prosthetic foot [J/kg] 0.24 6 0.03 0.23 6 0.04 0.23 6 0.03 0.21 6 0.04* 0.16 6 0.03*

Peak prosthetic foot push off power [W/kg] 2.6 6 0.4 2.6 6 0.6 2.4 6 0.6 2.1 6 0.7* 1.5 6 0.5*

CoM collision work by prosthetic leg [J/kg] 0.08 6 0.03 0.08 6 0.03 0.07 6 0.02 0.07 6 0.02 0.07 6 0.03
CoM propulsion work by prosthetic leg [J/kg] 0.15 6 0.04* 0.17 6 0.03 0.18 6 0.04 0.19 6 0.03 0.17 6 0.04
CoM collision work by intact leg [J/kg] 0.15 6 0.05* 0.12 6 0.04* 0.08 6 0.03 0.06 6 0.03* 0.02 6 0.02*

CoM propulsion work by intact leg [J/kg] 0.27 6 0.05 0.29 6 0.08 0.29 6 0.07 0.29 6 0.07 0.26 6 0.07
Horizontal GRF second peak on prosthetic leg [N/N] 0.14 6 0.02 0.14 6 0.03 0.15 6 0.02 0.15 6 0.04 0.12 6 0.04*

Vertical GRF first peak on intact leg [N/N] 1.10 6 0.08* 1.06 6 0.09 1.05 6 0.08 1.04 6 0.08 1.05 6 0.08
Intact leg peak knee abduction moment [Nm/kg] 0.30 6 0.07 0.31 6 0.09 0.31 6 0.09 0.34 6 0.08* 0.33 6 0.10
Intact leg peak knee flexion moment [Nm/kg] 0.68 6 0.19* 0.58 6 0.18 0.52 6 0.12 0.49 6 0.07 0.42 6 0.05*

Values shown here are averaged across all the participants.
*Significant differences from the LLTE foot condition C are denoted by an asterisk *.

Fig. 9 Foot power over the entire stance phase for each pros-
thetic foot condition averaged across all participants. Results
are shown for both the prosthetic and intact side, and com-
pared to the corresponding reference physiological data [28]
used in the LLTE framework. The shaded region corresponds to
one standard deviation of the normative physiological data.
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vertical GRF first peak loading on the intact limb [1,60,61]. Here,
more compliant prosthetic foot conditions demonstrated increased
intact leg peak knee flexion moments and first vertical GRF peak
loading compared to the stiffer foot conditions (Table 3). Vertical
GRF first peak on the intact leg was significantly higher for condi-
tion A compared to condition C (p¼ 0.048), while the remaining
conditions were not significantly different from condition C.
Intact leg peak knee flexion was significantly decreased with pros-
thetic foot stiffness (p< 0.001), with condition A and E being sig-
nificantly different than condition C (p< 0.001 and p¼ 0.003).
On the contrary, intact peak knee abduction moment increased
with the stiffness of the prosthetic feet, with condition D display-
ing a significantly higher peak knee abduction moment than con-
dition C (p¼ 0.038).

3.4 User Feedback. The prosthesis evaluation scores for all
participants and prosthetic foot conditions are shown in Fig. 10.
Participant 1 scored the first prosthetic foot condition they tested
(condition E) with a high, favorable score but reported preferring
all the subsequent prosthetic foot conditions, making the evalua-
tion score insensitive to changes in prosthetic foot conditions
despite their dislike toward conditions D and E (Fig. 10). The
remaining participants’ scores varied with the prosthetic foot con-
ditions, but they all scored condition C higher than all other condi-
tions. Participants were all able to distinguish the different
prosthetic foot conditions, the stiffness changes using “soft” or
“hard”, and preferred condition C to the remaining conditions,
crediting increased balance and comfort, ease of walking, and the
ability to walk faster. In addition, these four participants scored
prosthetic foot conditions with higher LLTE values the lowest.
The further the prosthetic foot stiffness varied from the LLTE-
optimized condition, condition C, the lower they scored the foot.
However, for participants 2, 3, and 4, the scores for condition C
were only 2.2% to 6.9% higher than for conditions B and D, and
their qualitative feedback stated overall comfort and ease of walk-
ing with condition C as well as conditions B and D.

4 Discussion

The goal of the LLTE metric is to provide a quantitative con-
nection between the mechanical characteristics of a prosthetic
foot and its biomechanical performance, so as to enable the evalu-
ation and design optimization of prosthetic feet. Here, we
employed a systematic approach to investigate how prosthetic feet
with varying LLTE values affect the dynamics of transtibial pros-
thetic gait. The overall prosthetic foot stiffness was varied with
respect to the LLTE-optimized stiffness to create a set of five
prosthetic feet with varying LLTE values for each participant. All
five participants were able to adapt and distinguish between the
different prosthetic foot conditions. Results from this study sug-
gest that the LLTE value of a prosthetic foot is correlated to its
ability to enable users to replicate a target walking pattern (lower
leg kinetics and kinematics) (Figs. 7 and 8), to user preferences

(Fig. 10), and to clinical outcomes such as roll-over geometries,
trunk sway, prosthetic energy return and peak push-off power
(Table 3 and Fig. 9). Prosthetic feet with lower LLTE values best
replicated the target lower leg dynamics, enabling increased walk-
ing benefits and higher user preference compared to prosthetic
feet with higher LLTE values.

The LLTE-optimized prosthetic foot, condition C, enabled the
closest replication of the target able-bodied lower leg kinematics
and kinetics across all foot conditions (Figs. 7 and 8). In addition,
the quadratic fit of the total deviation (Fig. 8) matched the quad-
ratic shape from the prosthetic foot conditions’ LLTE values
(Fig. 3). The further prosthetic foot conditions deviated from condi-
tion C in terms of LLTE value and stiffness, the further the partici-
pant’s walking pattern deviated from the target walking pattern.

The observed gait dynamics aligned with the insights provided
by the prosthetic lower leg trajectories modeled by the LLTE
framework (Table 1). Conditions A and B were predicted to be
too compliant for the users (higher LLTE values compared to con-
dition C), with excessive deformation at heel strike and toe-off
(Table 1). In the measured lower leg trajectories during walking
trials, the lower leg angle increased further than the able-bodied
target at the end of the prosthetic side stance. The prosthetic side
knee coordinates also showed a drop off, with the y-coordinate
dropping lower than the target y-coordinate at the end of the
stance, which suggests that the prosthetic foot conditions A and B
were too compliant for the user to replicate the target able-body
walking pattern (Figs. 7 and 8(a)). This excessive compliance
would also explain the reduced prosthetic side vertical GRF sec-
ond peak compared to the able-bodied target, as participants could
have unloaded the prosthetic foot at terminal stance to avoid fur-
ther knee drop-off from foot conditions A and B.

Similarly, conditions D and E were predicted to be too stiff for
the users (higher LLTE values compared to condition C), prevent-
ing the full able-bodied lower leg range of motion during the step
(Fig. 1). In the measured lower leg trajectories at the end of stance
on the prosthetic side, the lower leg angle did not reach the able-
bodied end of stance lower leg angle, leading to increased meas-
ured deviations as shown in Figs. 7 and 8(a). The excessive stiff-
ness from conditions D and E can also be seen in the prosthetic
side CoP progression, which sharply progresses from heel to toe
at approximately 40% of stance instead of the smooth progression
exhibited in conditions A-C. To compensate for the hard heel of
these conditions and reduce the impact at heel strike, users seemed
to reduce the loading on the prosthetic side (lower first vertical
GRF peak). This sharp progression and hard heel led to reported
discomfort and jerk in the lower leg by all the users. Condition C,
the LLTE-optimized stiffness, resulted in a smooth progression of
the CoP, shock absorption at heel strike, replication of the able-
bodied lower leg trajectory, minimal drop-off, and the appropriate
support at the end of stance, as shown by the second vertical GRF
peak. The fact that condition C enabled the closest replication of
the target able-bodied lower leg dynamics aligns with the esti-
mated lower leg trajectory and minimized LLTE value from the

Fig. 10 Participants’ prosthesis evaluation scores along with participant-averaged scores
for the different prosthetic foot conditions. Higher scores are linked to stronger user
preference.
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LLTE design framework (Table 1 and Fig. 3). These results were
displayed across all participants despite the different foot geome-
tries (Table 2), and wide range of participant’s body mass and
height (52.4 to 104.0 kg, and 1.57 to 1.88 m), supporting the use
of the LLTE value as a design objective and predictive evaluation
measure for comparing the relative stiffness and walking perform-
ance of prosthetic feet.

Across all prosthetic foot conditions, the deviations from the
able-bodied target were on average 3.3 times lower for the lower
leg kinematics than for the stance kinetics (Figs. 7 and 8(a)). Sim-
ilarly, there was a lack of significant differences in many kine-
matic gait parameters, implying that participants in this study
walked in such a way as to maintain close-to-able-bodied kine-
matics regardless of the foot condition they were given. Partici-
pants aiming to maintain close-to able-bodied kinematics aligns
with the LLTE framework’s goal to tune the mechanical charac-
teristics of the prostheses to more closely replicate a target walk-
ing pattern, and supports the use of able-bodied kinematics and
kinetics as our target walking data in the LLTE framework.

One assumption behind the LLTE framework is that prostheses
designed with low LLTE values that enable close replication of
the target lower leg dynamics will both be valued by prosthesis
users and encourage secondary walking benefits such as increased
energy return, reduced trunk sway, or reduced intact limb loading
compared to prostheses with high LLTE values [14]. This system-
atic investigation with varying prosthetic foot stiffness not only
showed similar effects on gait dynamics as previous studies
[41,42,62–64] but also correlated the beneficial effects with the
predicted prosthetic foot LLTE value, with lower LLTE values
resulting in prosthetic feet that provide increased walking benefits.
A quadratic trend, similar to the one shown in Fig. 8, was also
uncovered by Clites et al. [64], experimentally showing that the
prosthetic foot with the patient’s preferred ankle stiffness maxi-
mized ankle kinematic symmetry. Increasing the compliance of
prosthetic feet has been shown to enable increased peak push-off
power and energy return but at the detriment of a reduced EFLR
(which has been linked to knee drop-off effect), increased intact
limb loading, and reduced balance [41,42,62,63]. Therefore, there
is a tradeoff between providing sufficient compliance to enable
increased push-off power and energy return without inducing
increased intact limb loading or a drop-off effect at the end of the
stance. Here we demonstrate that this tradeoff can be accom-
plished with the LLTE-optimized stiffness foot, condition C,
which achieved similar peak push-off power and returned energy
as the most compliant foot conditions while preventing excessive
intact limb loading, loss of balance (low trunk sway) or symmetry,
or any speed reduction, as well as exhibiting close to able-bodied
EFLR and roll-over radius (Table 3).

Despite the extensive information provided by gait studies,
many attributes valued by prosthesis users can only be captured
through prosthesis evaluation questionnaires [12,55]. In this study,
participants’ preferences bodied level ground walking aligned
with the LLTE value of the prosthetic foot conditions; increased
evaluation scores were shown for prosthetic feet with lower LLTE
values (Fig. 10). In addition, all participants reported condition C
as being the most comfortable prosthesis and the condition they
would prefer to use out of all the tested conditions. This suggests
that creating prosthetic feet that minimize the LLTE value would
provide users with devices that encourage walking benefits and
outcomes that are valued by the prosthesis users.

The systematic effects of modifying the LLTE value of a pros-
thetic foot, and the correlation between the LLTE value and user
outcome measures, suggest that this single-value objective could
be used to provide insights into the design and development of
customized prosthetic feet. Minimizing the LLTE value of a given
prosthetic foot design provides a customized and quantitative
design process that reduces the need for an iterative design
approach and extensive clinical trials. In addition, the LLTE
framework is not limited to able-bodied level ground walking but
can be applied to any target walking data such as walking on

inclines or at varying speeds. The predictive and quantitative
capabilities of the LLTE framework would facilitate and stream-
line the development of prosthetic devices with improved walking
performance by reducing the need for clinical trials and design
iterations.

The results from this study demonstrate that the LLTE metric is
able to differentiate prosthetic feet that resulted in poor replication
of the target lower leg dynamics and low participant evaluation
scores, such as conditions A and E (high LLTE values) from the
foot condition C (the predicted LLTE-optimal condition) that
resulted in a close replication of the target lower leg dynamics and
high participant evaluation scores (Figs. 7, 8, and 10). However,
the results also demonstrate a reduced sensitivity around the
LLTE-optimized foot, condition C, with prosthetic foot conditions
B and D (620% of stiffness variation from condition C), resulting
in a close replication of the target lower leg dynamics, relatively
high participant evaluation scores, and similar walking benefits to
condition C. This means that the optimum could be robust to
changes in user body mass and walking pattern. The reduced sen-
sitivity around the LLTE-optimized foot also suggests that design-
ers could include additional design objectives such as targeting
multiple walking activities or strength constraints without signifi-
cantly sacrificing walking performance. Similarly, the sensitivity
results would enable a comprehensive, quantitative, and discrete
sizing of prosthetic feet, similar to a model line of shoes with
varying size increments, by creating standardized products. This
sizing scheme is especially relevant for prosthetic devices in low
and middle-income countries that currently come in a single
weight category per foot size. This limits the mobility of users
that have the corresponding foot size but a different body mass
[13]. Using the LLTE framework, low-cost prosthetic feet could
be more easily designed for varying weight categories and foot
sizes, improving the mobility of low and middle income countries
users.

The correlation and systematic effects of the LLTE value on
user walking performance suggest that measuring the LLTE value
of existing prosthetic devices using a load testing apparatus could
guide the prescription process. The LLTE value would be a uni-
fied, single-value measure that would allow for a systematic com-
parison between commercially available prosthetic foot products.
As an amputee-independent measure, the LLTE value could be
used as a predictive clinical tool for selecting a reduced set of
appropriate prosthetic devices for a specific user and their target
walking activity, since prosthetic foot geometries and stiffnesses
vary between manufacturers [31].

There are some study limitations to consider when interpreting
these results. First, the study included a small participant sample
size, which limits the generalization of the results demonstrated
here to the overall population of transtibial prosthesis users. There
were significant variations among the participants both in terms of
their subjective evaluations and their response to variations in
prosthetic foot conditions (Fig. 8(b)). The effects of changes in
LLTE value and prosthetic foot stiffness were more pronounced
for participants 3, 4, and 5. Second, the alignment was performed
with foot condition C and was kept unchanged for the remaining
conditions to avoid confounding factors and only investigate the
effect of changes in foot stiffness. The lack of specific alignment
for the other conditions could have been the cause of the differen-
ces in lower leg dynamics and gait measures. However, for partic-
ipant 1, the trial period allowed for the collection of two
additional trials within the time allocated for the study. The partic-
ipant walked with foot conditions A and E a second time after the
same certified prosthetist specifically aligned each foot condition
for the participant. There was no significant change in the meas-
ured total lower leg deviation from able-bodied data between the
re-aligned conditions and conditions for which the alignment was
unchanged from condition C. The fact that similar results and
trends were found when re-alignment was performed warranted
our decision to maintain the same alignment for all foot condi-
tions. The measured deviations and additional details regarding
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these two additional trials are provided in Appendix C. Third,
each participant’s trial was conducted over a single day with rela-
tively little accommodation time, compared to some studies in
which participants had multiple sessions or even weeks to accli-
mate to a given prosthetic device [65,66]. Nonetheless, our study
suggests that participants were able to adapt to the different pros-
thetic foot conditions, as exhibited by variations in walking pat-
terns between the prostheses. Additional acclimation time might
have resulted in larger variations. Fourth, the LLTE framework is
currently limited to the sagittal plane; although most kinematic
behavior is constrained to this plane [67], a three-dimensional
optimization could further improve the performance of LLTE-
designed prostheses.

5 Conclusions

In this study, we systematically investigated the effects of vary-
ing LLTE values of prosthetic feet on the dynamics of overground
transtibial prosthetic gait. For each of the five participants, an
LLTE-optimized foot and four additional experimental foot proto-
types with varying LLTE values were designed and manufactured.
The LLTE values of the foot prototypes were varied by changing
the overall stiffness of the LLTE-optimized design by 60%, 80%,
120%, and 167%. Our results suggest that the LLTE values of
prosthetic feet are correlated with their ability to enable users to
replicate a target walking pattern (kinematics and kinetics), and to
user’s preferences and clinical outcomes, such as roll-over geome-
tries, trunk sway, prosthetic energy return, and peak push-off
power. The prosthetic feet with the lowest LLTE values enabled
the closest replication of the target able-bodied walking pattern,
encouraged secondary walking benefits, and were preferred by the
study participants.

Using the LLTE value as a design objective could streamline
the development process of high-performance prosthetic feet.
Additionally, measuring the LLTE value of existing prostheses
using a load testing apparatus could guide the clinical prescription
process. Measuring the LLTE value of existing prostheses would

help with selecting a set of appropriate prosthetic devices in terms
of stiffness and other mechanical properties for a specific user and
target walking profile. This sensitivity study further validates the
use of the LLTE framework as a predictive and quantitative tool
for designing and evaluating prosthetic feet.
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Appendix A: Mechanical Testing of Prosthetic Foot

Prototypes

To validate the experimental prototype feet mechanical behav-
iors, static mechanical tests were conducted using an Instron load
testing machine on all the participants’ prosthetic foot prototypes.
Figure 11 includes the measured displacements of each prototype
in response to loading along with the constitutive model results
for the remaining four participants.

Fig. 11 Load displacement curves for each one of the remaining four participant’s five prosthetic foot conditions (A–E)
measured with the Instron machine and compare to the constitutive structural model results
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Fig. 13 Average kinetic and kinematic variables over stance phase for participant 2 for each prosthetic foot type averaged
across all steps. This includes horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces (GRFx and GRFy), center of pressure (CoP) pro-
gression, and lower leg position and orientation in the sagittal plane (xknee; yknee, and hLL) for both the prosthetic and intact
side. The shaded regions correspond to one standard deviation of the normative physiological data.

Fig. 12 Average kinetic and kinematic variables over stance phase for participant 1 for each prosthetic foot type averaged
across all steps. This includes horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces (GRFx and GRFy), center of pressure (CoP) pro-
gression, and lower leg position and orientation in the sagittal plane (xknee; yknee, and hLL) for both the prosthetic and intact
side. The shaded regions correspond to one standard deviation of the normative physiological data.

Appendix B: GRF Profiles, CoP, and Lower Leg Motion for Each Participant

Individual participant’s recorded biomechanical data are included here to complement the participant averaged data presented in
Sec. 3.2. For each participant, the kinetic and kinematic variables over the entire stance phase for each prosthetic foot are shown in
Figs. 12–16.
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Fig. 15 Average kinetic and kinematic variables over the entire stance phase for participant 4 for each prosthetic foot type
averaged across steps. This includes horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces (GRFx and GRFy), center of pressure
(CoP) progression, and lower leg position and orientation in the sagittal plane (xknee; yknee, and hLL) for both the prosthetic
and intact side. The shaded regions correspond to one standard deviation of the normative physiological data.

Fig. 14 Average kinetic and kinematic variables over the entire stance phase for participant 3 for each prosthetic foot type
averaged across steps. This includes horizontal and vertical ground reaction forces (GRFx and GRFy), center of pressure
(CoP) progression, and lower leg position and orientation in the sagittal plane (xknee; yknee, and hLL) for both the prosthetic
and intact side. The shaded regions correspond to one standard deviation of the normative physiological data.
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Appendix C: Effect of Alignment on Measured

Deviation From Target Lower Leg Trajectory

For participant 1, two additional walking trials were collected
with conditions A and E, specifically re-aligned by the prosthetist.
These trials were conducted to investigate the study decision of
keeping the alignment unchanged for all foot conditions. Similarly
to the gait study protocol, the participant walked over level ground
at their self-selected speeds after a resting and accommodation
period with the re-aligned prosthetic foot condition.

The measured lower leg kinematic and kinetic total deviations
from the able-bodied target was not different between the trial
before and after re-alignment for both condition A and E
(Fig. 17). The total deviation for the re-aligned conditions A and
E were still significantly higher than the deviations for condition

C (single-participant analysis: p< 0.05 and p< 0.05). These
results demonstrated that alignment did not have a significant
effect for conditions A and E, and that foot conditions with higher
LLTE values still lead to increased deviations compared to condi-
tions with lower LLTE values.
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